
HBUHSD   Sport   Specific   Guidelines   
  

All   Sports   will   continue   to   follow   our   existing   guidelines,   these   are   just   to   help   guide   you   through   your   practices   in   
Phase   II.   All   individuals   are   still   required   to   remain   6   feet   apart   

  
Cross   Country:    Do   not   share   personal   items.     

  
Football:    Use   of   footballs   is   permitted.   Pods   will   use   their   same   ball(s)   for   the   entire   practice.   Balls   must   be   
sanitized   and   wiped   down   for   use   between   pods.   Use   of   step   bags,   ropes,   ladders,   and   cones   are   permitted,   all   of   this   
equipment   must   be   sanitized   between   pod   use.     

  
Volleyball:    Use   of   volleyballs   balls   is   permitted.   Disinfect   equipment   and   facilities   before   and   after   practice.   
Passing,   hitting   and   service   drills   are   permitted   as   long   as   the   pod   uses   the   same   balls   throughout   the   entire   
practice.   Athletes   should   wear   sleeves   covering   forearms.   Sanitize   volleyballs   between   pod   use.   

  
Water   Polo:    The   use   of   water   polo   balls   is   permitted.   Passing   drills   with   the   same   pod   members   is   permitted.   Run   
o�ensive   plays   with   no   defense,   work   on   defense   with   no   o�ense   or   contact.   Sanitize   all   balls   after   practice     

  
Baseball/Softball:     The   use   of   balls   is   permitted.   Athletes   will   play   catch   and   do   drills   with   the   same   pod   members.   
Sanitize   all   balls   and   equipment   after   practice.   

  
Basketball:    Use   of   a   ball   is   permitted.   All   drills   with   the   same   pod   is   permitted.   O�ense   and   defense   is   allowed,   
however   you   must   run   full   group   o�ensive   plays   with   no   defense,   work   on   defense   with   no   o�ense.     
Sanitize   basketballs   after   practice.     

  
Golf:    Use   your   own   equipment.   Do   not   share   clubs.     

  
Cheer:    Each   Workout   will   consist   of   stretching,   conditioning   and   fundamentals   of   sideline   cheer.     
Sanitize   and   disinfect   mats   after   each   practice.   Introduction   of   jumps   and   tumbling   while     
remaining   6   ft.   apart.   Is   permitted.   Introduction   of   stunt   safety   and   technique   while   remaining   6   ft.   apart   is   
permitted.   

  
Dance:    Do   not   share   personal   items.     

  



Tennis:    Assign   the   athletes   to   their   court   for   the   practice   session.   Athletes   should   remain   on   the   same     
court   during   the   entire   practice.   Only   the   pod   of   14   athletes   should   rotate   being   on   a   court   together.   Water   breaks   
should   be   taken   on   the   court   the   athletes   are   assigned   to,   this   will   avoid   socializing   in   groups   and   walking   from   court   
to   court.   Tennis   balls   may   be   shared   between   the   2-4   athletes   per   court.   Service   practice   can   be   done   with   the   tennis   
balls   designated   for   each   court.   Drills   using   multiple   tennis   balls   should   not   be   touched   by   the   athletes.   Use   a   tube   or   
ball   mower   to   move   tennis   balls   from   ground   to   the   ball   hopper.     
Disinfect   the   equipment   daily.   

  
Lacrosse/Field   Hockey:    Girls   wear   goggles   and   mouth   guard,   boys   wear   helmets,   shoulder   pads,   gloves,   and   mouth   
guard.   Small   group   drills   such   as   ground   ball   drills,   throwing,   catching,   passing   on   the   run,   shooting     
drills   on   goalie,   run   o�ensive   plays   with   no   defense,   work   on   defense   with   no   contact.   Shots   on   the   goal   ok.   Sanitize   
all   balls,   sticks,   and   gloves   after   practice.     

  
Swimming:    Only   personal   equipment   for   swimming,   no   sharing   of   kickboards,   paddles,   goggles   etc.   No   more   than   3   
per   lane.   

  
Soccer:    Up   to   14   individuals   per   coach   for   outdoor   workouts.   Use   of   the   ball   is   permitted   in   passing.     
Pods   should   be   the   same   for   passing   drills.   Athletes   are   allowed   to   shoot   on   the   goal.   Goalie     
will   wear   gloves.   Run   o�ensive   plays   with   no   defense,   work   on   defense   with   no   contact.     
Sanitize   soccer   balls   after   practice.   Minimize   others   touching   the   ball   with   hands   (throw   in’s).     

  
Track   and   Field:    Throwing   athletes   may   not   share   discs   or   shot   puts.   Sanitize   after   practices.   Pole   vault   and   jumps   
can   occur   in   pods   with   equipment   sanitized   between   pods.   

  
Wrestling:    Wrestling   room   may   be   used.   Motion,   conditioning,   shooting   drills,   sprawls   and   strength   training   should   
be   the   emphasis.   Each   wrestler   should   stay   in   their   own   practice   circle,   contact   with   other   wrestlers   is   not   allowed.     

  
  


